
WINTERIZING

DAHLIAS
Putting dahlia tubers and beds to rest for the season.

O C T O B E R  2 6 ,  2 0 1 9

PROPERLY

LABELING AND

PREPARING FOR

THE DAHLIA

DIG

PREPARE TO DIG BEFORE

THE FIRST HARD FROST!

STEP 1)  Get to know your dahlias- what grew

well, what were your favorites, great cut stems,

poor blooms. Take pictures and measurements

of various heights  of plants for future garden

plantings.  Make sure all your dahlias are

labeled early in the season.

 

STEP 2)  Remove stakes or support systems

then strip bottom leaves from the base of the

stalk about 6" up.  FYI...chickens love dahlia

leaves. 

 

STEP 3)  Take Surveyor Tape-  it stretches and

holds permanent marker ink very well. Label

the bottom of each dahlia stalk about 2-3" from

the base of the stalk with the surveyor tape and

any special notes. 

 

STEP 4)  Once all dahlias are properly labeled,

cut the stalks leaving 4-6" exposed a week prior

to digging dahlias.  This step is not necessary,

but it forces eyes to continue to form which

makes dividing easier.  Or cut the day you plan

on digging.
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Storing Tubers - 3



DIGGING DAHLIA TUBERS

 

STEP 1)  Take a hori-hori or hand shovel and

gently dig about 12" around the dahlia tuber

stalk in a circular motion to unearth the

roots and external rims of the tuber clump.

 

STEP 2)  Use a spading fork or a round shovel

to begin digging the dahlia clump moving

around the clump. Gently dig deep and lift

the entire clump. Avoid pulling on the stalk

which can damage tuber eyes.

 

STEP 3)  Using a spray hose, rinse, gently

releasing dirt, avoiding puncturing the tuber.

Once clean set aside and prepare for the

funnest part of the season- Dividing! 

 

NOTE: Only Dig What You Can Divide.

 

 

 

 

DIVIDING DAHLIA

TUBERS

 

Dividing tubers is the best part of

the process! Some varieties are

great tuber producers and others

not so much. It can be a bit

overwhelming so pace yourself and

make sure you have access to the

right tools. Here are my favorites:

 

Large cutting board

Headlamp

Linoleum cutter

Filet or sharp knife

Micro tip pruner

10" pruning blade saw

Black Sharpie

Sanitary wipes

Magnifying glass

Trashcan

Husband:-)

 

 

 

 

 

No time to dig? It's gonna be

okay...

 

If you have well drained soil and do not

face extreme ground frost you can

leave your dahlias in the ground.

Simply label and cut dahlia stalks to

the ground then cover with 6-8" of

mulch or fall leaves. Pray for no rot or

extreme frost until next spring! 

 

At Gamble Cove Dahlias we have

covered hoops with plastic for those

tubers we elect to leave in the ground

over the winter.



DIVIDING DAHLIA

TUBERS

 

STEP 1)  Remove all roots and dangler

tubers from the clumps. Dangler tuber will

not contain "EYES".

 

STEP 2)  Begin identifying "EYES" around

the crown of the tuber. Use the proper tool

to cut or breakup the main "Mother Tuber"

which is the primary hub where tubers

grow.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STEP 3)  Cut the crown with an eye(s) and

tuber intact. Avoid breaking the neck of

the tuber. The goal is to have at least one

eye per tuber. It can get tricky identifying

eyes. My best explanation is that they look

and feel like pimples often having a pink,

purple or yellow tinge. NOT ALL TUBERS

WILL HAVE AN EYE.

 

STEP 4)  After you have removed all viable

tubers from the stalk, remove the label

from the stalk and with a sharpie label

each dahlia tuber.  They may need to dry. 

 

STEP 5)  Place the tubers on a tray for 2-3

days to let the incisions heal and to

prevent rot during storage.  Do not place

tubers on concrete. A dry, cool, dark place

out of direct sunlight is ideal.

 

STEP 6)  Repeat the process until all tubers

are divided.  It is now time to store tubers! 

STORING DAHLIA

TUBERS

 

Popular storage containers include:

 

Shoe Boxes with holes in lids

White styrofoam grape boxes

Cardboard Boxes

Plastic Totes w/ ventilation 

 

Popular storage materials include, cedar

chips, peat moss, or a peat

moss/vermiculite mix.

 

STEP 1)  Choose your storage container

and material. Place tubers with label in

a clear plastic vegetable bag adding

sufficient material. Cut a few slits in the

plastic bag.

 

STEP 2) Place the bag in the storage

container. Place the containers in a cool,

dry, dark location like a basement, root

cellar, garage or storage shed. Do not

place storage containers on the floor or

in direct sunlight.

 

STEP 3)  Storage temperature should be

above freezing and below 50 degrees. 

 

STEP 4)  QC your dahlias at least once a

month to identify rot and fungus early! If

you find rot, cut it out, let tuber dry and

replace any moist storage medium. 

 

Have a good winter and we will see you

in the spring - Yvonne Foster

 

 

 

 

 


